We find necessary and sufficient conditions for a spectral differential equation 
Our purpose is to find conditions for the differential equation (1.1) to have Sobolev orthogonal polynomials of solutions, which are orthogonal relative to some Sobolev (pseudo-) inner product of the form (1.3) <t>(p(x), q(x)) = f p(x)q(x)dp(x) + [ p'(x)q'(x)du(x), Jr Jr where dp(x) and dv(x) are signed Borel measures on the real line R with finite moments.
When du(x) = 0, such conditions were already found by H. L. Krall [6] (see also [10] for another proof of Krall's theorem).
Recently, R. Koekoek and H. G. Meijer [5] introduced a new class of Sobolev orthogonal polynomials, {L£ 'M 'N(x)}^L0, called the generalized Laguerre polynomials, which are orthogonal relative to the Sobolev inner product 1 f°°( M) re -t-n / P(x)q(x)xae~xdx + Mp(0)q(0) + Np'(0)q'(0), I(a+ 1) Jo where a > -1, M > 0, and N > 0. On the other hand, R. Koekoek [3, 4] found an infinite-order differential equation with polynomial coefficients, which has {L%'m'n(x)}*£lq as solutions. As a special case, he also found differential equations of the form (1.1) of order < 4a + 10, which have {Ln'M'N(x)}™=0 as solutions for a = 0, 1, 2. Note that the inner product (1.4) is exactly of type (1.3).
These examples motivate the present work and the work by Kwon and Littlejohn [9] , in which the special case with N = 2 is handled.
Our main result (see Theorem 3.7 below) generalizes Krall's theorem (see Theorem 2 in [6] and Theorem 2.4 in [10] ), which handles a special case with dv(x) = 0 and a result in [9] (see Theorem 4.1 in [9] ), which handles a special case with N < 2.
Preliminaries
All polynomials throughout this work are assumed to be real polynomials of a real variable x ; the space of all such polynomials is denoted by 3° . We shall denote the degree of a polynomial n £ ¿P by deg(^), with the convention that deg(0) = -1. By a polynomial system (PS), we mean a sequence of polynomials {4>n(x)}'^=o with deg(4>") = n (n > 0) ; in this case {<f>n(x)}™=0 is a basis for ¿?. We call any linear functional a : £P -» R a moment functional and denote its action on a polynomial n by (a, n). With this action, any moment functional a defines a symmetric bilinear form on J3 x 9s by the formula (a,pq) {p,qe&>).
We say that a moment functional a is quasi-definite (respectively, positivedefinite) if the moments so that Cnk = 0. Hence we have Pn(x) = Cn>nPn(x). Conversely, assume that there is a PS {Pn(x)}™=o satisfying (2.3). We may assume that each P"(x) is monic so that {Pn(x)}^=0 is the unique monic PS satisfying (2.3). Writing pn(x) = YH=o cl%k ( cn = ! )» we see that the condition (2.3) is equivalent to (2.6) 5>m,*q" = 4>(xm , Pn(x)) = <P(Pm(x), Pn(x)) = Kn8, (a, n(x)) = I n(x) dp(x) (n(x) £ 3°) Jr where p(x) is a function of bounded variation on R (so that dp is, in general, a signed Borel measure on R ) and where y/(x) is a C°°-function of the Schwartz class. With these representations, the Sobolev inner product given in (1.3) can be written as
where a and x are moment functional. As we shall see, it is more advantageous for us to use this abstract notation involving moment functionals instead of using one of the above integral representations of moment functionals. In case the symmetric bilinear form <p(-, •) in (2.7) is quasi-definite, we call a corresponding PS {Pn(x)}^L0 in Lemma 2.1 a Sobolev orthogonal polynomial system (SOPS) relative to 0(-, •). When x = 0, we simply call {Pn(x)}^L0 an orthogonal polynomial system (OPS) relative to a .
Since a PS is a basis for ¿P, any PS {0«(x)}JJio determines a moment functional a (uniquely up to a non-zero constant multiple), called a canonical moment functional for {4>n(x)}%Lo » D^ me conditions (2.8) (a, <j>o(x)) ¿ 0 and (a, cf>n(x)) = 0 (n > 1).
Remark 2.1. Suppose that the symmetric bilinear form tf>(-, •) in (2.7) is quasidefinite, and let {Pn(x)}%L0 be an SOPS relative to 0(-, •). Then a must be a canonical moment functional for {Pn(x)}^L0. In particular, (a, 1)^0. Now we introduce some formal calculus on moment functionals. For a moment functional a and a polynomial n(x), we let a', the derivative of a , and n(x)a , the multiplication of a by a polynomial, be those moment functionals defined by
It is easy then to obtain the following Leibniz rule for any moment functional a and polynomial n(x) as
Lemma 2.2. Let a be a moment functional and n(x) a polynomial.
(i) Then a = 0 if and only if a' = 0.
(ii) If a is quasi-definite and n(x)a = 0, then n(x) = 0.
Proof, (i) If (7 = 0, then (er', x") = -n(a, xn~x) = 0 for any integer n > 0 so that a' = 0. Conversely, if a' = 0, then (a, x") = (er, -^(xn+x)') = +^[(ff', xn+x) = 0 for any integer n > 0 so that a = 0.
(ii) Assume that o is quasi-definite and n(x)a = 0. Let {Pn(x)}^=0 be an OPS relative to a, satisfying the orthogonality condition (a, Pm(x)P"(x)) = K"8mn ( m and n > 0 ) with K" ^ 0. Suppose deg(^) = n > 0 and write Ä(*) = 12k=o CkPk(x), where C" / 0. Then we have n 0 = (jr(x)or, Pn(k)) = £ C*(«7 ,/>*(>)/'" (x)) = CnKn , k=0 so that Cn = 0, which is a contradiction. Hence n(x) = 0. 
for any polynomial q(x). Proof. For any polynomials p(x) and q(x), we have
Since p(x) can be any polynomial, the statements (a) and (b) are equivalent. D
With the notation an(x) := n(x)a for any polynomial n(x) and any moment functional a, we may view the equation (3.2) as a differential equation of order 7Y + 2 in q(x). To be precise, we may rewrite the equation (3.2) as
where (£) = 0 for /c < 0 and 4(x) = 0 for k < 0.
Hence, the condition (b) in Proposition 3.1 is also equivalent to the condition that a and x satisfy N + 3 functional equations: First we assume N = 2r is even. Since S^+X(a) = 0, we have from (3.5) and ( We are now ready to give our main result. is formally symmetric (see [11] for details).
Finally, we give several examples illustrating our main theorem.
Example 3.1. We consider the differential equation (1.1) with N = 2:
In this case, there are four moment equations:
R3(x) = -3(4t)' + 3(4t')' = \r'a{*) = 0, i?2(cr, t) = -(£xx)" + (£2x')" -2(£2a)' + 2£xa = 0, Rx(a, x) = -(£2o)" + (£xo)> = \r'2(o, x) -l-R^(x) = 0, which can be simplified into the following equivalent set of two uncoupled equations
It is shown in [9] that there are essentially (i.e., up to a real linear change of variable) eleven distinct SOPS's that satisfy the differential equation (3.31). In particular, if a is quasi-definite, then we obtain only classical OP's and an SOPS, which is not an OPS, can arise only when a is not quasi-definite (in fact, discrete) and x is quasi-definite (see [9] for details). Unlike the case for N = 2, we cannot uncouple these three moment equations unless x = 0. When t = 0, H. L. Krall [7] classified all fourth-order differential equations having OP's as solutions. ,=1
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